Effective Term: 2083 (Summer 2008)

Type of Action: Change in Submajor

Degree: {Select from drop-down list}

Program Title: Professional Development Plan Certificate Program

GPA Requirement for the Major/Submajor: 2.75

Sponsor(s): Dr. John Zbikowski

Department(s): EDUINDP College of Education

College(s): Education

Consultation took place: ☐ NA ☑ Yes (list departments and attach consultation sheet)

Departments: Curriculum and Instruction

Proposal Information:
(Procedures can be found at http://acadaff.uww.edu/Handbook/Procedures-Form2.htm)

Total number of credit units in program:

Before change 12 After change 9

1. Exact description of request:
   Summary: Delete the 3rd course in the PDP Certificate Program, EDUINDP 712 “Serving as a PDP Initial Educator Team Member” (3 credits)
CERTIFICATE IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:

The Certificate Program requires 12 units based on the following courses:

EDUINDP 710 MENTORING THE INITIAL EDUCATOR
EDUINDP 711 THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING PROCESS
EDUINDP 712 SERVING AS A PDP INITIAL EDUCATOR TEAM MEMBER

ELECTIVE

3 units approved by advisor

CERTIFICATE IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS:

The Certificate Program requires 9 units based on the following courses:

EDUINDP 710 MENTORING THE INITIAL EDUCATOR
EDUINDP 711 THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING PROCESS

ELECTIVE  3 units approved by advisor

2. Relationship to mission and strategic plan of institution, and/or college and department goals and objectives: The College of Education strives to keep abreast of the current issues in education. The information included in these courses is in alignment with PI 34 guidelines for current teacher education and licensure programming in Wisconsin.

3. Rationale: The third course in the PDP Certificate Program, “Serving as a PDP Initial Educator Team Member” is redundant of the one-day DPI PDP Reviewer Training. Any information that is not duplicated in the training would be moved to the second course, EDUINDP 711, including the requirement of attending the required DPI PDP Reviewer training.
4. **Cost Implications:** None